What is HACC’s remote/virtual learning course option?
https://youtu.be/CO7CPvD8Vss

[A red screen with white text appears on screen reading, “HACC’s Remote/Virtual Courses”]

VOICEOVER:
HACC, Central Pennsylvania’s Community College,

[The Zoom icon, a clock and laptop icon appear under the text.]

VO:
offers a course option that is completely online with a combination of remote instruction and virtual learning.

[The text and image disappear and are replaced with text at the top of the screen reading, “What does this mean for you?”]

VO:
What does this mean for you?

[Under the text, an image appears of a student working at home on her laptop.]

VO:
For this type of class, you will:

[The images disappear.]

[The Zoom icon and the text, “Attend class live through Zoom at scheduled times” appears on screen.]

VO:
Attend the scheduled class live through Zoom, a video communication tool. Meet with your instructor and classmates during scheduled class times.

[Under that, a laptop with a presentation icon and the text, “Interact with classmates and instructors online” appears on screen.]

VO:
Interact with your classmates and instructors. For example, this may be through online discussion boards.

[Under that, a mouse icon and the text, “Use an online tool to complete classwork” appears on screen.]

VO:
Use HACC’s online tools to complete assigned coursework when you are not meeting via Zoom.

[Under that, a calendar icon and the text, “Have flexibility but need to meet deadlines” appears on screen.]

VO:
And have the flexibility to do your online assignments at different times, as long as deadlines are met.

[The icons and text disappear and an image of HACC’s Harrisburg campus entrance appears on screen. The text “No visiting a HACC campus” appears on top of the image.]

**VO:**
None of your classes or exams will take place on campus.

[The image and text disappear and an image of a class selection appears on screen.]

**VO:**
When registering for classes, this option will use the terms, “Remote instruction” and “Online” as the description. An example is shown here.

[The image disappears and the HACC logo and text appears on screen, “For more details on each course instruction offering, please visit: hacc.edu/ClassOptions” and “Ultimately YOURS.” is in the bottom right.]

**VO:**
At HACC, we have various learning options that work for you! Please visit hacc.edu/ClassOptions